ADDENDUM 2

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Lucy Balderama, Inventory Bid Technician

Date: April 17, 2008

Subject: BID # 08-044, Workstations for the County Clerks / Archives Office

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced proposal; the response to the following question:

1. Fire codes state that main aisle should be at least 42 inches at its narrowest point, the layout shows 3ft 3 inches. Should our bid and layouts reflect that of the layout or should we follow fire codes?

This item should be compliance with all applicable Federal, state, and local ordinances.

2. What kind of electrical circuits is to be run through the raceway 3 circuit, 4 circuits?

Four circuits.

3. Most insurance companies require UL listings and fire rating for panel systems. What type of UL listing and fire rating is required for this product?

Furniture should have a UL Listing and should be fire rated.
4. What kind of warranty is required for the product?

   10 yrs warranty on workmanship and structural quality.

5. Is a particular brand of furniture being requested?

   Herman Miller or Equivalent.

6. Is refurbished or clone furniture accepted?

   New furniture Herman Miller or equivalent.

7. Who will assembling of the workstations?

   Vendor is responsible for assembling and price for assembling should included in total price.

8. Who is the manufacturer (NBS)?

   There is no manufacturer. Disregard NBS in the specifications. It should not have been included.